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Illinois Legal Research
The Guide to International Legal Research is an
authoritative and comprehensive reference tool for
law students and practitioners. Authored annually by
The George Washington International Law Review, the
Guide is designed to assist both novices and
professionals with their international legal research.
Following an introduction by Professor Christopher J.
Borgen, the Guide is organized into two parts. In the
first part, chapters are divided by regions. Each
regional chapter includes an overview of the
geopolitical climate in that region and lists
government resources, legal resources, media
resources, and resources by topic. Where appropriate,
these sources are subdivided by country. Many of the
chapters discuss general multi-national organizations
as well as international trade organizations and
agreements that are specific to the region. The Guide
also provides an overview of what each source covers
and how it can be most effective. The second part of
the Guide covers substantive areas of international
law, including general international law, public health
law, space law, human rights law, group rights,
intellectual property, international trade, international
business transactions, tax law, environmental law,
labor law, and international security law, among other
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topics. Much like the regional sections, the
substantive chapters begin with a section on
international governance followed by a section on
secondary sources pertinent to that subject area.

Legal Research Explained
A detailed history of the International Education Act of
1966 and its pertinence to the passage of the
National Security Education Act and increased federal
funding from the 102nd Congress (1991-1992).

Guide to International Legal Research
International Education
Bringing together a highly diverse body of scholars,
this comprehensive Research Handbook explores
recent developments at the intersection of
international law, sociology and social theory. It
showcases a wide range of methodologies and
approaches, including those inspired by traditional
social thought as well as less familiar literature,
including computational linguistics, performance
theory and economic sociology. The Research
Handbook highlights anew the potential contribution
of sociological methods and theories to the study of
international law, and illustrates their use in the
examination of contemporary problems of practical
interest to international lawyers.

Understanding Jus Cogens in
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International Law and International
Legal Discourse
Whilst the concept of jus cogens has grown
increasingly more important in public international
law, lawyers remain hugely divided both over what
precisely confers a jus cogens status on a norm, and
what this conferral implies in terms of legal
consequences. In this ground-breaking book, Ulf
Linderfalk clearly and succinctly explores the reasons
for this divide in order to facilitate more rational and
productive future discourse.

International and Foreign Legal Research
A PRACTICAL GUIDE TO LEGAL RESEARCH, 2nd
Edition, provides an introduction to legal problem
solving and legal research methodology. An approach
to Australian legal research is demonstrated through
preliminary research and analysis of the law relating
to a legal problem scenario which impacts on both
domestic and international law. The text introduces
sources of legal information, the major commercial
players in the field of legal publishing, and
developments in online and internet based legal
research. Each chapter focuses on an aspect of the
legal research process; from analysing a research
problem, through effective ways of identifying and
locating relevant primary and secondary sources,
finishing with examples on citing particular types of
resources. New to this edition are tips in relevant
chapters on how to incorporate research results into
the writing process. Worked exercises based on a
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research problem are provided to enable practice
using the featured online resources. Section 1 of the
book covers Australian jurisdictions, and includes a
new chapter on researching commercial law,
specifically corporations and taxation law. Section 2
covers comparative jurisdictions of both public and
private (conflict of laws) international law , the United
Kingdom, New Zealand and Canada, the United States
and the European Union.

A Guide to International Environmental
Law
Featuring Deborah E. Bouchoux’s highly regarded
assignments, examples, and building-block approach,
Concise Guide to Legal Research and Writing, Fourth
Edition continues to provide timely coverage of the
essential research and writing skills used by today’s
paralegals. Designed specifically for paralegal
students, this is the ideal text for shorter legal
research and writing courses. New to the Fourth
Edition: New “Sidebar” feature in all research
chapters provides quick tips showing how the
material in that chapter applies to computer-assisted
legal research systems, such as Lexis, Westlaw, and
Bloomberg Law. Discussion of GovInfo, which provides
free public access to official and authenticated
publications from all three branches of the federal
government. Coverage of new tools used for citechecking, including EVA and Bestlaw. Discussion of
Westlaw Edge, Westlaw’s new research platform.
Extensive new coverage of the increasing use of
artificial intelligence in legal research and writing.
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Discussion of new sources that provide free public
access to the law, including Harvard’s Caselaw Access
Project, CourtListener, and RECAP Project. New
sections on preparing email letters and email
memoranda, including assignments. All new Research
Questions and Internet Legal Research Assignments
have been included for each chapter. Professors and
students will benefit from: Concise, well-organized
text, divided into six main sections: Section I
discusses primary authorities Section II covers
secondary sources Section III focuses on computerassisted legal research using Lexis Advance, Westlaw,
and the Internet Section IV covers citation form and
how to ensure that these sources are still “good law”
Section V provides an overview of the legal research
process Section VI covers legal writing Pedagogy
designed to enhance the accessibility of the material,
including helpful charts and diagrams that synthesize
complex topics, updated Practice Tips offering
realistic and helpful suggestions for workplace
success, and Ethics Alerts in every chapter. Targeted
and ample exercises help students learn how to use a
wide range of research sources. Tips on how to
effectively use electronic resources are included
throughout the text. Conscientious revision ensures
that the book has the most up-to-date material,
presented in a readable and accessible format.

Global Health Law
International and Foreign Legal Research: A
Coursebook, second edition by Hoffman and Rumsey,
now in a second edition, is designed for classes in
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foreign and international legal research. Topics
covered in the book range from treaty research to
chapters on particular subjects of international law.
Coverage also includes chapters on researching
foreign and comparative law as well as major
international organizations, including the UN and the
EU.

The Statute of the International Court of
Justice
REDD+ (Reducing Emissions of greenhouse gases
from Deforestation and Forest Degradation) is an
important tool under the UNFCCC for incentivizing
developing countries to adopt and scale up climate
mitigation actions in the forest sector and for
capturing and channeling the financial resources to
do so. This Handbook eloquently examines the
methodological guidance and emerging governance
arrangements for REDD+, analysing how and to what
extent it is embedded in the international legal
framework. Organized coherently into five parts,
contributions from legal experts, international
relations scholars, climate change negotiators and
activists explore the history and design of REDD+ in
the UN climate regime, as well as linkages between
REDD+ and other international agreements. The book
also considers global governance for REDD+, its
financial dimensions including markets and
investment and future developments and legal
challenges. Detailed analysis from a range of angles
illustrates the interplay of international norms and
institutions and maps out a legal research agenda for
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identifying best practice solutions. Shedding light on
one of the most vibrant and fast-moving fields in
international law, this comprehensive Handbook is
essential reading for scholars of international law and
international relations, policy makers in the area of
climate change, REDD+ and land sector experts and
NGOs.

International Citator and Research Guide
Sources of State Practice in International Law is the
true heir to Myers' 1922 classic Manual of Collections
of Treaties. It is the only work that carries the
thoroughness and scholarship of Myers into the
United Nations era and on to today's new world order.
The work is organized by country, with a lengthy
additional chapter covering multi-jurisdictional
sources. Each chapter describes relevant web sites as
well as traditional bibliographic materials. The first
release includes fully up-to-date documentation of
state practice in international law in the following
fourteen countries; Austria, Belgium, Canada,
Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Norway, Russia,
Sweden, Switzerland, U.K., United States as well as an
annotated list of multi-jurisdictional collections
arranged by subject. The authors provide references
not only to treaty collections but also to sources of
diplomatic documentation and other materials that
shed light on customary state practice in international
law. References to Yearbooks and Digests are also
included. Every listing offers essential details of
publication and/or online accessibility, as well as a
brief note elucidating important considerations in the
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item's practical application. These descriptions, even
for items catalogued in Myers or the UN List, are in
most cases the most detailed bibliographic
descriptions available in any legal source. Each
chapter, compiled by an expert in the particular
country's practice in international law, opens with a
detailed introduction that locates the regime in
question in the past and present context of
international relations and international law,
discusses issues of treaty succession, and describes
the process of treaty ratification and implementation.

Pluralising International Legal
Scholarship
Legal academics in Europe publish a wide variety of
materials including books, articles and essays, in an
assortment of languages, and for a diverse
readership. As a consequence, this variety can pose a
problem for the evaluation of academic legal
research. This thought-provoking book offers an
overview of the legal and policy norms, methods and
criteria applied in the evaluation of academic legal
research, from a comparative perspective.

Fundamental Perspectives on
International Law
The International Court of Justice is the principal
judicial organ of the United Nations and plays a
central role in both the peaceful settlement of
international disputes and the development of
international law. This comprehensive Commentary
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on the Statute of the International Court of Justice,
now in its second edition, analyses in detail not only
the Statute of the Court itself but also the related
provisions of the United Nations Charter as well as the
relevant provisions of the Court's Rules of Procedure.
Five years after the first edition was published, the
second edition of the Commentary embraces current
events before the International Court of Justice as well
as before other courts and tribunals relevant for the
interpretation and application of its Statute. The
Commentary provides a comprehensive overview and
analysis of all legal questions and issues the Court
has had to address in the past and will have to
address in the future. It illuminates the central issues
of procedure and substance that the Court and
counsel appearing before it face in their day-to-day
work. In addition to commentary covering all of the
articles of the Statute of the ICJ, plus the relevant
articles of the Charter of the United Nations, the book
includes three scene-setting chapters: Historical
Introduction, General Principles of Procedural Law,
and Discontinuation and Withdrawal. The second
edition of the Commentary adds two important and
instructive chapters on Counter-Claims and
Evidentiary Issues. The combination of expert editors
and commentators, and their assessment of new
developments in the important work of the ICJ, make
this a landmark publication in the field of international
law.

Concise Guide to Legal Research and
Writing
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Despite global progress, staggering health
inequalities between rich and poor raise basic
questions of social justice. Defining the field of global
health law, Lawrence Gostin drives home the need for
effective governance and offers a blueprint for
reform, based on the principle that the opportunity to
live a healthy life is a basic human right.

A Practical Guide to Legal Research
Peace is an elusive concept, especially within the field
of international law, varying according to historical
era and between contextual applications within
different cultures, institutions, societies, and
academic traditions. This Research Handbook
responds to the gap created by the neglect of peace
in international law scholarship. Explaining the
normative evolution of peace from the principles of
peaceful co-existence to the UN declaration on the
right to peace, this Research Handbook calls for the
fortification of international institutions to facilitate
the pursuit of sustainable peace as a public good.

International and Foreign Legal Research
Presents chemical, physical, nuclear, electron, crystal,
biological, and geological data on all the chemical
elements.

International Environmental Law and
Policy
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International Legal Research in a
Nutshell
Empirical legal research is a growing field of academic
expertise, yet lawyers are not always familiar with the
possibilities and limitations of the available methods.
Empirical Legal Research in Action presents readers
with first-hand experiences of empirical research on
law and legal issues.

History and International Law
"Legal Research and Writing, Third Edition" seeks to
explain the practical skills needed for print and online
legal research and for legal writing. It provides a
current and comprehensive look at the topic,
consolidating information on legal research and
writing into one handy, easy-to-use resource. The
book is written for both seasoned practitioners,
seeking to add the latest sources and techniques to
their research arsenals, and for beginning law
students who face a bewildering array of information.
It includes chapters on legal research malpractice, the
acquisition of research resources, and knowledge
management. In addition, it covers searching the new
platforms of the major proprietary online legal
databases, the increasing digitization of legal
materials, and the Web 2.0. "Legal Research and
Writing" is the most up-to-date book of its kind
available in Canada today.

Evaluating Academic Legal Research in
Europe
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The Fifth Edition of Legal Research Explained offers
accessible, complete, and timely coverage specifically
created for Legal Research courses. Deborah E.
Bouchoux’s popular building-block approach ensures
that all students can master these essential skills. The
text is divided into five sections: 1) conducting legal
research using primary authorities; 2) conducting
legal research using secondary authorities and other
research aids; 3) electronic and computer resources;
4) legal citation form and validating authorities; and
5) “putting it all together,” providing a final overview
of the legal research process. Research assignments
in each chapter, completely updated for this edition,
give students practice with both conventional print
resources and online sources. Charts, diagrams, and
sample pages from research resources help students
understand complex topics. In addition, Practice Tips
in each chapter offer realistic and helpful suggestions
for workplace success, and Ethics Alerts are included
throughout the book. New to the Fifth Edition: New
“Sidebar” feature provides quick tips showing how the
material in that chapter applies to computer-assisted
legal research systems, such as Lexis, Westlaw, and
Bloomberg Law. Discussion of GovInfo, which provides
free public access to official and authenticated
publications from all three branches of the federal
government. Coverage of new tools used for citechecking, including EVA and Bestlaw. Discussion of
Westlaw Edge, Westlaw’s new research platform.
Extensive new coverage of artificial intelligence
features that boost legal research. References to
helpful YouTube videos for tips on Shepardizing,
KeyCiting, and researching. New section on sources
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that provide free public access to the law, including
Harvard’s Caselaw Access Project, CourtListener, and
RECAP Project. New section on preparing informal or
email memoranda, with a new assignment. All new
Research Questions and Internet Legal Research
Assignments included. Professors and students will
benefit from: Pedagogy designed to enhance the
accessibility of the material, including helpful charts
and diagrams, annotated sample pages and screen
shots that illustrate legal research authorities,
updated Practice Tips offering realistic and helpful
suggestions for workplace success, and Ethics Alerts
in every chapter. Well-designed assignments help
students learn how to use a wide range of research
sources. Chapters that demonstrate citation form for
the resources discussed. Conscientious revision that
ensures that the book has the most up-to-date
material, presented in a readable and accessible
format.

Practical Guide to Legal Research
Empirical Legal Research describes how to investigate
the roles of legislation, regulation, legal policies and
other legal arrangements at play in society. It is
invaluable as a guide to legal scholars, practitioners
and students on how to do empirical legal research,
covering history, methods, evidence, growth of
knowledge and links with normativity. This
multidisciplinary approach combines insights and
approaches from different social sciences, evaluation
studies, Big Data analytics and empirically informed
ethics. The authors present an overview of the roots
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of this blossoming interdisciplinary domain, going
back to legal realism, the fields of law, economics and
the social sciences, and also to civilology and
evaluation studies. The book addresses not only data
analysis and statistics, but also how to formulate
adequate research problems, to use (and test)
different types of theories (explanatory and
intervention theories) and to apply new forms of
literature research to the field of law such as the
systematic, rapid and realist reviews and synthesis
studies. The choice and architecture of research
designs, the collection of data, including Big Data,
and how to analyze and visualize data are also
covered. The book discusses the tensions between
the normative character of law and legal issues and
the descriptive and causal character of empirical legal
research, and suggests ways to help handle this
seeming disconnect. This comprehensive guide is vital
reading for law practitioners as well as for students
and researchers dealing with regulation, legislation
and other legal arrangements.

International Law Legal Research
Lawyers engaged in European/US transborder
transactions need to know how to find, understand,
and compare applicable foreign and international
laws. Breaking the oceanic divide, this book is the first
legal research guide to consider internationalization
and globalization in both the new law school
curriculums and the changing practice of law. The
book is a significant expansion and revision of the
second edition of Legal Research Methods in the US
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and Europe. With the inclusion of material on China,
Russia, and England - and on researching foreign law
in general - the book now reflects a broader scope.
Regarding US legal research, this edition explains the
impacts and effects of major changes and
developments that have occurred very recently,
including the introduction of Bloomberg Law,
WestlawNext, and the revolutionary Law.gov
movement.

Research Handbook on REDD-Plus and
International Law
Serving as both a text for beginning law students and
a reference for experienced researchers, Legal
Research in a Nutshell provides an overview of basic
research methods. The expert authors discuss case
law, statutes, secondary sources, and other research
tools; they also analyze resources in more specialized
areas, such as legislative history and administrative
law. Completely updated with dozens of new Web
addresses and 20 percent more illustrations of print
and electronic sources, this comprehensive guide
explains the investigative process using online
databases, CD-ROM, and Internet resources, including
free and commercial internet sites. Discussion also
includes international and comparative law materials,
as well as business and interdisciplinary research.

Research Handbook on the Sociology of
International Law
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Legal Research in a Nutshell
Sources of State Practice in International
Law
"Guide to International Environmental Law" addresses
why and how the international system elaborates
environmental obligations and monitors compliance
with them. The book discusses the relationship
between international obligations and national and
local law, with particular reference to federal systems.
It points out the influence national law has on the
emergence of international law and the growing role
international norms play in the development and
enforcement of national and local environmental
policies. It also examines the extent to which
environmental protection should be and is taken into
account in other regulatory frameworks, from trade
law and human rights to disarmament and refugee
policy.

Legal Research Methods in a Modern
World
Created by the Journal of International Law and
Politics at New York University, the Guide to Foreign
and International Legal Citations is the most
comprehensive source for international citations
rules. Including 45 country citation systems, as well
as citation rules for international organizations,
tribunals, and treaties, the updated Second Edition
offers updated and expanded coverage. The only
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reference that focuses entirely on international
citation, Guide to Foreign and International Legal
Citation, Second Edition, features: manageable
length, convenient Wire-O binding, and easy-to-use
page format logical three-part organization: Country
Citation Guides Citation Guides for International
Organizations Citation Guides for International and
Regional Tribunals a Country Profile for each listing
followed by its Citation Guide examples that reflect
acceptable variability of citation in practice

Empirical Legal Research in Action
This concise yet comprehensive book is designed to
be accessible for the beginner as well as useful for
those with more experience. For students, the book
can serve as enrichment for a doctrinal course in
international law or as the basis for a stand-alone
course in international law research. To allow for selfevaluation, the book includes frequent review
questions to help assure retention. For practitioners
new to the international area, each type of search tool
and search strategy is covered in detail with
explanations to provide background
comprehension.This book is part of the International
Legal Research Series, edited by Mark E. Wojcik, The
John Marshall Law School.

Research Handbook on the Theory and
Practice of International Lawmaking
Revised and updated for its Second Edition,
INTERNATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL LAW AND POLICY
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uses cases, materials, problems, and questions to
introduce important issues to students with little or no
background in either international law or
environmental law.

Qualifying to Do Business in Another
State: The CSC® 50-State Guide to
Qualification
Nature's Building Blocks
The global landscape has changed profoundly over
the past decades. As a result, the making of
international law and the way we think about it has
become more and more diversified. This Research
Handbook offers a comprehensive guide to the theory
and practice of international lawmaking today. It
takes stock at both the conceptual and the empirical
levels of the instruments, processes, and actors
involved in the making of international law. The
editors have taken an approach which carefully
combines theory and practice in order to provide both
an overview and a critical reflection of international
lawmaking. Comprehensive and well-structured, the
book contains essays by leading scholars on key
aspects of international lawmaking and on lawmaking
in the main issue areas. Attention is paid to classic
processes as well as new developments and shades of
normativity. This timely and authoritative Handbook
will be a valuable resource for academics, students,
legal practitioners, diplomats, government and
international organization officials as well as civil
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society representatives.

The George Washington International
Law Review
The second edition of Illinois Legal Research shows
how to find and stay current with Illinois cases,
statutes, regulations, and local court rules. Focusing
on state materials, it can be used as a supplement to
national research texts or on its own to learn legal
research. This book also explains how to locate
secondary materials specific to Illinois law. Although
the text was designed primarily for law students,
seasoned attorneys will also appreciate the many
secrets of Illinois legal research disclosed in this text.
Wojcik¿s book includes materials on on citing Illinois
under the Bluebook (for both law review formats and
practice documents), the ALWD Manual, and local
court rules. It is an essential book for any Illinois law
library.

Legal Research and Writing
The Work of the International Law
Commission
This Nutshell provides a basic introduction to
international and foreign legal research for the nonspecialist. It offers guidance through the unfamiliar
pathways of research using international and non-US
legal legal materials and demystifies the world of
treaties and international case law. Since it's aimed at
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the non-specialist, it provides straight-forward
background information on the United Nations and
the European Union and includes guidance using the
documents and legal materials of these institutions.
There are extensive links to the rich world of Web
resources, but it also describes print research tools
that remain important in this field. Finally, it sets out
a road map for approaching a research problem
involving international, foreign and comparative law.
Additional teaching materials are available for this
title, and include online links to research sources
noted in the book: Appendix A: Comprehensive List of
Sources Appendix B: Websites Containing National
Law Appendix C: Web Treaty Collections Appendix D:
Planning Your Research and Organizational Tools

Empirical Legal Research
This unique book examines the role non-doctrinal
research methods play in international legal research:
what do they add to the traditional doctrinal analysis
of law and what do they neglect? Focusing on
empirical and socio-legal methods, it provides a
critical evaluation of the breadth, scope and limits of
the representation of international law created by
these often-neglected methodologies.

Research Handbook on International Law
and Peace
This incisive book unveils and illuminates the
relationship between international law and history,
providing examples from a wide range of domains of
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global governance. With particular reference to
international human rights, humanitarian and criminal
law, leading scholars and practitioners in international
law, history and diplomacy offer original analysis and
innovative paradigms of cross-interdisciplinary
research in the field.

Guide to International Legal Research
A special course adoption price is available for an
order of six or more copies from a university
bookstore. Contact cs@brillusa.com or
sales@brill.nl.International and Foreign Legal
Research: A Coursebook, by Marci Hoffman and Mary
Rumsey, now in a second, revised edition, is designed
for classes in foreign and international legal research.
Following a general section on basic concepts, topics
covered in the book range from treaty research to
chapters on particular subjects of international law.
Coverage also includes chapters on researching
foreign and comparative law as well as major
international organizations, including the UN and the
EU. International and Foreign Legal Research offers a
possible roadmap for structuring a class in
international and foreign legal research while also
serving as a tool for quick look-ups when a researcher
requires direction on a topic or information on a
source.Developed for use in legal research courses,
International and Foreign Legal Research is an
invaluable resource for librarians, students, law
professors, and other researchers in the research of
foreign and international law."
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Research Handbook on the Theory and
History of International Law
Designed for an undergraduate course in international
law, the text may also supplement International
Relations, Foreign Policy, International Affairs, World
Politics, and Comparative Law courses. A mix of
commentary, edited cases, and problems are
included. Revisions include three new chapters:
International Organizations (Ch. 3), Individuals and
Corporations (Ch. 4), and International Environment
(Ch. 12). Career Opportunities in International Law is
the new Appendix 3. Exhibits graphically illustrating
chapter concepts have been added as well as
expanded coverage of Sources (Ch. 1), Dispute
Resolutions (Ch. 9), and International Business (Ch.
3).

Guide to International Legal Research
Corporations intending to do business in states other
than their home state must first determine whether
they need to qualify to do business there, and if so,
fulfill the qualification requirements. But qualification
can be a complex and time-consuming task. Also, the
consequences of making the wrong decision can be
harsh, ranging from monetary penalties for a
corporation to jail time for its officers and directors.
To aid corporations in navigating these foreign
waters, CSC developed Qualifying to Do Business in
Another State: The CSC 50-State Guide to
Qualification, a comprehensive toolbox to help you
make the important decisions about qualifying in
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states where you plan to do business, complete with
the documents required to implement that decision.
This essential resource includes: Case illustrations
and discussion of business activities that do or do not
trigger qualification requirements updated for the
2020 Edition. Insight into whether certain Internet
activities require qualification. Annotated qualification
statutes for all 50 states and the District of Columbia
updated for the 2020 Edition. Quick-reference charts
on Activities That Do Not Constitute Doing Business
and Consequences of Transacting Business without
Authority.

Guide to International Legal Research
In view of the fundamental differences between
national and international sources of law, citation
rules found adequate for domestic legal research
often are inappropriate when applied to international
and foreign legal materials. The "International Citation
and Research Guide" (The Greenbook) is a groundbreaking project tailored to the needs of an
international readership by providing information
useful for worldwide and highly diverse professionals.
The ICRG set, conveniently organized into global
regions, is a source of foundational and
comprehensive citation standards for scholars
working with all types of international and foreign
materials. It presents each citation standard in the
context of that country or organization’s history and
legal institutions. It is also a general resource of basic
legal background on international organizations and
countries that would otherwise be difficult to
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research. It can be used as a companion to The
Bluebook, whose coverage of international sources is
necessarily limited. Staff members researched legal
as well as other existing governmental citations in
order to create and/or interpret and implement
citations. The examples reflect local or international
citation practice for documents written in English,
harmonizing them to provide a flexible global
standard of legal citation. Each chapter also has an
introduction to provide the country's background and
political structure.--Publisher.

Guide to Foreign and International Legal
Citations
This updated and revised second edition, with
contributions from renowned experts, provides a
comprehensive scholarly framework for analyzing the
theory and history of international law. Featuring an
array of legal and interdisciplinary analyses, it focuses
on those theories and developments that illuminate
the central and timeless basic concepts and
categories of the international legal system,
highlighting the interdependency of various aspects
of theory and history and demonstrating the
connections between theory and practice.
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